A complete physical approach to quantum information requires a robust interface among flying qubits, longlifetime memory, and computational qubits. Here we present a unified interface for microwave and optical photons, potentially connecting engineerable quantum devices such as superconducting qubits at long distances through optical photons. Our approach uses an ultracold ensemble of atoms for two purposes: quantum memory and to transduce excitations between the two frequency domains. Using coherent control techniques, we examine an approach for converting and storing quantum information between microwave photons in superconducting resonators, ensembles of ultracold atoms, and optical photons, as well as a method for transferring information between two resonators. Controlling the interaction between quantum bits and electromagnetic fields is a fundamental challenge underlying quantum information science. Ideally, control allows storage, communication, and manipulation of the information at the level of single quanta. Unfortunately, no single degree of freedom satisfies all these criteria simultaneously [1] . Instead, a hybrid approach may take advantage of each system's most attractive properties. For example, optical photons provide a robust long-distance quantum bus [2], while microwave (MW) photons can be easily manipulated using superconducting qubits [3] , and atoms can store quantum information for seconds or even minutes [4, 5] . We propose an interface between optical, microwave photons, and atomic excitations that takes advantage of each of these properties.
Controlling the interaction between quantum bits and electromagnetic fields is a fundamental challenge underlying quantum information science. Ideally, control allows storage, communication, and manipulation of the information at the level of single quanta. Unfortunately, no single degree of freedom satisfies all these criteria simultaneously [1] . Instead, a hybrid approach may take advantage of each system's most attractive properties. For example, optical photons provide a robust long-distance quantum bus [2] , while microwave (MW) photons can be easily manipulated using superconducting qubits [3] , and atoms can store quantum information for seconds or even minutes [4, 5] . We propose an interface between optical, microwave photons, and atomic excitations that takes advantage of each of these properties.
Previous proposals for interfaces of this nature considered magnetic coupling between ultracold atoms [6] or spins [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] to superconducting waveguides, or using optomechanics for frequency conversion between optical and MW photons, without providing a medium for storage [12] [13] [14] . In a recent proposal, the possibility of coupling ultracold atoms to a nanofiber in the vicinity of a superconducting waveguide or resonator was suggested [ Fig. 1(a) ] [15] . The evanescent tail of the two-color laser field propagating in the fiber provides the necessary potential to trap atoms close to the nanofiber in the form of a one-dimensional (1D) lattice, which has recently been demonstrated in Ref. [16] . Exponential decay of the optical trapping field allows the atoms to be held close to the superconducting waveguide, leading to a large atom-photon coupling in the microwave domain. Furthermore, the nanofiber provides an optical waveguide both for trap light and for optical access to atoms. Such a system would provide a simultaneous interface between optical and MW photons and atomic ensemble quantum memory.
In this Rapid Communication, we theoretically illustrate how this proposed system enables storage, retrieval, and conversion for optical and MW photons. Experiments have established [17] [18] [19] [20] that coherent control techniques of multilevel atoms [4, 5] , based on electric-dipole coupling in a * hafezi@umd.edu system, allow for efficient storage and retrieval of optical photons into atomic excitations from an ensemble of atoms. We adapt this approach to also store and retrieve MW photons. We investigate the effect of finite bandwidth of MW photons on the storage-retrieval process and also the effect of periodicity of the atomic ensemble which can change the propagation of optical photons due to Bragg scattering. We conclude by discussing quantum communication and measurement protocols enabled by our interface as well as the use of nonalkali atoms for enhanced coupling [21] .
The storage of photons (either in the MW or optical domain) in atomic excitations in a generic system forms the basis for our interface, and is shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically, we start with an optically pumped ensemble of N atoms in one of the hyperfine ground states, |a . A classical control field M (t) [or o (t) is used to coherently manipulate the coupling between an intermediate state |b (or |d ) and a final ground state |c . These control fields in turn determine the propagation of the quantum fieldÊ M (t) [orÊ o (t)] coupling |a to |b (|d ), leading to electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) and slow light. The evolution of such coupled system is best described by a bosonic dark state polariton [22] , with creation operator †
where i corresponds to either optical (O) or MW domains (M).Ŝ † (z,t) is the spin-wave creation operator associated with the atomic ground-state coherence |c a|, in the continuum limit [22, 23] -we discuss the effect of lattice later in this Rapid Communication. Here g o (g M ) is the electric (magnetic) dipole coupling between the atoms and the optical (microwave) waveguide photons, respectively, and N is the total number of atoms.
During the entire operation, quantum excitations remain in the form of a dark polariton and the ratio between the enhanced atom-photon coupling and the control field (η i = g i √ N/ i ) dictates the mixture between atomic and photonic parts. In particular, when the control is strong (η i 1), the polariton is mostly photonic and the system is transparent, with a group velocity near to the speed of light. In contrast, when the control is weak (η i 1), the polariton is mostly atomic, with a group velocity approaching zero (slow light). Changing the control field allows one to transform a photonic excitation into an atomic excitation and vice versa (see Refs. [4, 5] ): Once the incoming pulse is entirely inside the system, the control field is adiabatically turned off [ i (t) → 0], and the excitation will be stored as atomic spin excitations in the ground-state manifold
. By reversing the control field(s) in time, the stored atomic excitations can later be retrieved as MW or optical photons.
We first address the practical challenges for storing and retrieving MW photons. As an example case, we consider trapped 87 Rb atoms coupled to the MW waveguide through the magnetic-dipole interaction, which is characterized by single-photon Rabi frequency g M [6, 15] . The optimal states to preserve the ground-state coherence are the clock states [24, 25] : |a = |F = 1,m f = −1 and |c = |F = 2,m f = +1 , as shown in Fig. 1(d) . The ground-state decoherence rate is dominated by off-resonant scattering of photons from the trapping lasers which is relatively small, γ 20 s −1 [16] . The quantum field (Ê M ) and the classical radio-frequency control field ( M ) are shown in Fig. 1(d) . In order to isolate a single atomic transition to interact with the MW photon, we can use polarization and frequency selectivity. Furthermore, the application of a moderate magnetic field ( 6 mT), leads to a necessary quadratic Zeeman shift and makes the multilevel corrections negligible. For example, as shown in Fig. 1(d) , a Zeeman field can split the degeneracy within the hyperfine states so that only the two-photon transition between |a and |c is possible.
We review the conditions under which the standard optical EIT storage technique is efficient [4, 5, 23] and apply them to the microwave domain. We focus on the free-space case, and the generalization to the resonator case can be done by replacement: c/L → κ, the resonator decay rate. The bandwidth of the incoming (or retrieval) photon cannot be arbitrarily large. Analytical and numerical calculations have shown that an adiabatic condition must be fulfilled [23] , and photons with large bandwidth cannot be stored since the system does not have a fast enough response time. This condition can be intuitively derived, as discussed in Ref. [23] . Briefly, a single spin-wave excitation transfers into the waveguide with a rate
and decays via a decoherence rate γ . Consequently, via time-reversal symmetry, the bandwidth of an incoming photon to be stored must satisfy T
, where T p is the pulse duration. The retrieval efficiency is equal to the ratio between the transfer rate and the combined transfer and decay rates, i.e.
. In the optical domain, this efficiency is simply given by the optical depth of the system, i.e., 1
, where tot is the total spontaneous emission rate of the optical transition and where g o is the single-photon electric-dipole coupling to the fiber.
For a given pulse duration, which satisfies the maximum bandwidth condition (above), the medium should initially be transparent to the pulse (T , the last two conditions can only be satisfied in the high cooperativity limit
1. In the optical EIT schemes, where the transition decay is dominated by radiative decay, the condition is equivalent to requiring large optical depth. Moreover, the required control field is optimal when the bandwidth of the incoming photon matches the reduced resonator linewidth (due to a slow light effect) [23] , i.e., T
The bandwidth of MW photons originating in the resonator is given by the resonator bandwidth (T −1 p κ). We consider a LC resonator, schematically shown in the Fig. 1(a) , where the inductor part is long enough ( 4 mm) to accommodate many atoms (N = 8000). Using simulation software, we tune the capacitor to achieve a resonance with 87 Rb around ω MW /2π = 6.8 GHz (for details see Ref. [15] ). The magnetic field is relatively uniform along the inductor part, as shown in Fig. 1(f) . The corresponding single-photon magnetic coupling is estimated numerically to be g M /2π = 70 Hz. Assuming a quality factor Q 10 6 , κ 43 ms −1 , the bandwidth condition can be satisfied. Under these conditions, the magnetic cooperativity is This ratio is estimated to be 5% [15] . Therefore, the electrical cooperativity (optical depth) of the system is OD = N wg / tot 400. The high electric (magnetic) cooperativity guarantees efficient transfer of excitations in the optical (MW) domain, respectively.
We now shift our attention to the unique features of the optical components of our interface. Trapped 87 Rb atoms are coupled to light in the optical fiber through the electric-dipole interaction. Since the atoms are trapped in a one-dimensional lattice along the optical fiber, the light propagating inside the fiber experiences periodic scattering in the form of a Bragg grating. The effect of such multiple scatterings can lead to a band-gap structure, in direct analogy to two-level atoms in an optical lattice [26] . Since the atoms are not saturated by small numbers of photons ( wg / tot 1), the system is linear, i.e., away from the photon-blockade regime [27, 28] . As the atoms are periodically spaced, we can discretize the propagation of the electric field [ Fig. 2(a) ] and use the transfermatrix formalism to study these multiple scatterings, due to the three-level transition (|a ↔ |d ↔ |c ) (see the Supplemental Material for details) [29] .
The transmission spectrum of a 1D array of 8000 sites (=L/a) is shown in Fig. 2(b) . We find that our realistic numbers lead to behavior close to that of free space and no band-gap structure is observed [30] [31] [32] . In particular, the dips in the transmission spectrum correspond to dressed states split by the Rabi frequency of the control field, in direct analogy to EIT in free space. In the middle of the transparency window, the excitations transform entirely into spin excitation of the atoms. Therefore, once the pulse is inside the atomic medium, by turning off the control field, the photonic excitation can be stored as atomic ground-state excitation. Deviations from this behavior can occur, particularly for stronger single atom-field coupling, but this will be the subject of future research.
In such a hybrid system, we can implement various protocols. First, one can coherently transfer the optical photon, MW photons, and atomic excitation to each other. As mentioned earlier, this process is efficient when the cooperativity is large,
1, and the photon pulse duration satisfies
. This enables a quantum-coherent interconnection between MW excitations and optical photons, which allows for a wide variety of quantum communication and quantum information protocols between distant systems, including quantum repeaters, teleportation-based gates, and distributed quantum computing [33] .
Second, in this interface, single photons can be detected with high quantum efficiency. In particular, when the excitation is a photon (either optical or MW), it can transferred to an atomic spin wave. In turn, the atomic spin wave can be transferred to a hyperfine excitation detectable by absorption [34] , as shown in Fig. 2(c) . More specifically, the single atomic excitation in the form of |c a| coherence can be efficiently transferred to |F = 2,m F = 2 F = 1,m f = −1|, using MW and RF control fields [35, 36] . Then, using the cycling transition, we can verify the number of original excitations with a high degree of confidence using, e.g., Bayesian inference.
Third, we can generate entanglement between a MW photon and the atomic ensemble in analogy to off-resonant Raman atom-photon entanglement generation [37] . The atomic ensemble should be prepared at the |c = |F = 2,m F = +1 level; then applying a rf field coherently generates an antiStokes MW photon accompanied with an atomic excitation in the coherence |F = 2,m F = +1 F = 1,m F = −1|, where the outgoing MW photon and the atomic ensemble are entangled. The efficiency of this process is similar to the storage retrieval of single excitations, as discussed earlier.
Fourth, we can envisage using the hybrid system to induce a large optical nonlinearity via known Josephson junction-based microwave nonlinearities. In particular, when the control fields o , M are on, through a four-wave-mixing process, the optical and MW photons will be coupled to each other. Therefore, by adding a nonlinear element for MW photons (e.g., Cooper-pair boxes or superconducting qubits [38, 39] ), a large optical nonlinearity can be induced for optical photons. Such a large nonlinearity could be harnessed to perform a two-qubit phase gate on optical photons, a key ingredient of deterministic optical quantum computing.
Finally, we can use this system to coherently transfer quantum excitations between two coupled cells, each comprising a resonator and atomic ensemble [ Fig. 3(a) ] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , where the coupling rate is κ and the intrinsic resonator loss rate is κ in . By changing the control field ( M ) in each cell, one can dynamically control the resonator decay rate, i.e., κ/ 1 + η 2 , and perform dynamical impedance matching [43] . If η 1 1 η 2 , then the dark state in cell one (two) is mostly photonic (atomic), respectively. Therefore, by adiabatically going from η 1 η 2 to η 2 η 1 , we can transfer an atomic excitation from cell two to cell one. The process can be performed with high fidelity because the photonic mode is never excited and the system remains in a dark state, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , where η 2 = η cross at η c (see the Supplemental Material [29] for details). During this process, two conditions should be satisfied:
1, where |e i are energy eigenstates of the system and e i their corresponding energies, the dark state of interest is |e 4 ; and (2) negligi-
1 η dη = 2 /η 1, where the first (second) term represents the photonic (atomic) loss, respectively. In order to satisfy both, one should have 1 2 1 [see Fig. 3(c) ]. For relevant experimental parameters (κ,κ in ,γ ) (0.2,1,0.0005)g √ N , we find the optimized values for the crossing value of control fields and one-photon detuning to be (η c , 2 ) (20,5)g √ N , which makes 1 2 0.26. We note that implementation of such schemes is within the reach of current technology, although it is challenging. In particular, the long nanofiber (a few cm) should be mounted in the proximity of the superconducting resonator without sagging or breaking [45] . Moreover, the nanofiber polarization and transmission properties should be maintained during the transport into the dilution fridge and the cooling process to millikelvin temperatures. The stray light scattered from the nanofiber can decrease the quality factor of the resonator, and therefore, using a material with higher T c such as TiN is preferred to Al [46] . While the coupling techniques and protocols proposed here have been presented for alkali atoms, they can be also implemented with rare-earth elements. In particular, for ultracold fermionic Dy [21] , one can benefit from 10×-enhanced magnetic cooperativity in the rf regime, which, e.g., reduces practical constraints on atom number, while allowing coherent-state transfer to both the telecom regime (1322 nm) and quantum dot transitions (953 nm, 1001 nm). In summary, we have illustrated that an atomic ensemble coupled to an optical and a microwave waveguide can serve as a long-lifetime memory as well as a photon converter between microwave and optical electromagnetic fields.
